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EXPERIENCE

Spring Boot 2 platform used for products/orders/feeds 
processing, API integrations with own PHP service as well  as 
with 3rd party APIs (Amazon SP, Facebook, ChannelAdvisor)

working on a PHP 7 monolith platform, for both merchants and 
buyers, which interacts with a JAVA service used mainly for 
order processing
designing  and implementing new features based on business 
requirements 
investigating and reproducing bugs encountered by clients and 
ensuring they won't happen again by fixing and writing tests to 
cover missing cases
integrating other platforms through APIs (Amazon SP, 
Walmart,  Sendgrid,  Cordial ,  ChannelAdvisor)
writing scalable code to support large amount of data 
(processing mill ions of records)
writing documentation
code refactoring and cleaning unused features
code reviews
writing functional and unit tests

moving pages from EXT JS to Vue.js
adding new features and improvements

MoreCommerce
SOFTWARE ENGINEER

JAVA Backend - Processing Service

PHP Backend - E-commerce platforms (MoreCommerce)

Vue.js Admin platform for business/support teams

PHP (Symfony, Laravel)
JAVA (Spring Boot,  Maven)

JS (Vue.js,  jQuery,  NPM)
MySQL, MongoDB, Firebase

Redis
Prestahsop, Magento 

Wordpress
APIs, REST, Postman

Functional / Unit testing
Linux, Web Servers

GIT (GitLab, GitHub)
Vagrant

CCNA 1, CCNA 2
 

+40 745 028 451
cojocaruandrei96@gmail.com

 
linkedin.com/in/andrei-cojocaru

TECH SKILLS

APRIL 2020 -  PRESENT



Laravel platform with VueJS frontend
using an existing database to extract data from it
implementing a Laravel API to have easier access to data if
needed

project planning and finding the best solution for a REST API
creating an API which gets data from the Prestashop store
making a cart system in order to fit  the shop needs
optimising the database query
Postman debugging API calls

building KYC (know your customers) platform with a request
access system, integrating an API (XML feeds)
project planning and talking with customer directly to get his
needs and ideas about the platform
role system admin (admin / employee)
product data import from XLSX fi les,  with prices, shapes,
sizes etc.
creating a cart system to satisfy the requirements

Platform for marketing agents

B2B platform for dental products

B2B platform for diamonds store

EDUCATION
Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of
Bucharest
Colegiul National "Dr. Ioan Mesota" Brasov-Mathematics-Informatics
Javascript Training(ES6)@Anais Digital
CISCO IT ESSENTIALS 5.0
CCNA1 & CCNA2
English certificate - IELTS Academic
Online courses (Vue.js, Microservices, Kubernetes)

Prestashop 1.6/1.7 shops
project planning and providing solutions for customer needs
on a daily basis
implementing new features requested by the customers /
improving the overall  performance of the site
fixing bugs in the shortest t ime possible
integrating the GIT in order to automate the deployment and
have a history of changes to the code
creating new modules when possible to allow the possibil ity
of reusing them or easily activate/deactivate as needed

Soft Dreams SRL
FULL STACK WEB DEVELOPER

E-commerce platforms

JULY 2017 -  MARCH 2020


